
Episode Code Episode Title Episode Air Date Writer Director Guest Stars Cameos Bro Count Product Placement Best Line 1 Best Line 2 Vin Plot E Plot Drama Plot Turtle Plot Ari Plot Romances Movies/TV 
Projects (Status)

S01E01 Entourage 18 Jul 2004 Doug Ellin David Frankel 0 Ali Larter, 
Mark 
Wahlburg

0 Nike shoes. 
Motorola party. 
G5. Bose Headsets.

"The bigger the 
head, the bigger 
the star. Bruce 
Willis, big head, 
Russell Crowe, big 
head. Arnold 
Schwazenegger, 
big head. Vincent 
Chase, big big 
head." Turtle

"I'll listen, 
that's what 
good actors 
do. They 
listen, right 
Johnny?" Vin
"What?" 
Drama

Head On, his first starring role, premieres, and 
he gears up for his next potential lead, but 
after E's negativity and finally reading the 
script, not even $4m can convince him to 
sign on. The role goes to Colin Farrell instead.

Dealing with a recent break-up, E 
hooks up with a girl who looks 
like his ex. On the business front E 
battles Ari over Matterhorn and 
control of Vince's career. We end 
with E realising that important 
decisions rest on his shoulders.

After walking the red carpet, Drama 
spends his time busting everyone's 
balls, working with Turtle to rip on E's 
recent relationship.

Turtle sorts out a guard dog for the 
house, Arnold. He also rips on E's 
recent break-up, leading E to stick a "I 
heart Cock" sign on his car.

Having his first huge anger issue with E 
when the two lock horns over Matterhorn, 
a Die Hard in a Theme Park action film 
where Vin would play a cop hero. Ari 
wants to make sure Vin's career is secured, 
E wants what is best for his friend. Will 
they ever see eye to eye? Probably, 
because they are both short.

Kristen, E's new 
ex.

Head On 
starring Vin 
and Jessica 
Alba, 
completed, 
coming up to 
release, 
premiere.
Matterhorn - 
casting 
phase.

S01E02 The Review 25 Jul 2004 Doug Ellin Julian Farino 0 Jessica Alba, Dave 
Faustino

2 - Both Drama iPod, Rolls Royce Variety's negative review doesn't phase him, 
and Vin gets a Rolls Royce and looks at 
buying a house, whilst wanting to get with 
virgin singer Justine Chapin.

Vin's negative review and Ari's 
reaction to it makes life hard for 
E, when the gang buy a Rolls and 
the accountant tells him they're 
hemorrhaging money, E ponders 
if he's a good manager.

Drama's practicing a gender reversal 
monologue of The Vagina 
Monologues for his acting class. He 
shelves it for Jessica Alba's party.

Turtle drives a car, smokes weed. Ari tells E not to show Vince any reviews, 
schools E in management 101, tries to get 
Jessica Alba as a client, says "Let's Hug It 
Out"

Emily Ari’s new 
assistant, Justine 
the virgin pop star

N/A

S01E03 Talk Show 1 Aug 2004 Larry Charles Julian Farino Debi Mazar as Vince’s 
publicist, soon to be a 
regular.

Jimmy 
Kimmel, Luke 
Wilson, Sarah 
Silverman, 
Sara Foster

1 - Vince After watching a boxing match, Ari 
introduces Vince to Jimmy Kimmel, who gets 
him onto his show. Vin goes to the show and 
a one-night-stand is another guest. They sex 
and then he kills the interview.

E tries to tell stories on the pre-
interview for Kimmel, he is bad at 
this. E goes to pack stuff up for 
Kristen, they have sex and finish 
their relationship.

Drama and Kimmel have a feud, they 
used to be friends before Drama was 
kicked off Melrose Place, now they 
don't talk. Turns out Drama's the one 
with the problems, they settle it on 
TV and smile.

Turtle is told by Luke Wilson about a 
guy who does home cinema systems, 
and if you promote on TV he'll do it 
free. Turtles gets a deal if Vince wears a 
hat and promos on Kimmel it'll 
happen. It happens.

Ari talks to Sarah Silverman, trying to woo 
her into being a client.

Kristen, Emily Head On out on 
Friday

S01E04 Date Night 8 Aug 2004 Doug Ellin & Rob 
Weiss

Dan Attias Vin’s film opens against the Pixar Squirrel, but he goes for 
a date night with the gang and Justine, who decides he will 
be her first, if he works for it. The film is a hit, and he goes 
to bang a girl from his gym.

Emily delivers fan mail to E and asks him 
out, his balls are busted for being the one 
getting asked out. The date doesn’t go 
perfectly, but it goes well enough.

Drama’s with a woman from the gym who is a 
crazy bodybuilder, she calls him the f-word and 
he breaks it off.

Turtle can’t find a date so invites a fan of Vince’s 
who sent a nude pic, she won’t bang Turtle, but 
will do Jason Bateman.

Ari gets video conferencing. He also leaves his wife to 
go tell E and Vince their film is big. In a club. Because 
that shit’s tight.

Emily, Justine. Head Out the 
biggest live 
action film in the 
US

S01E05 The Script and 
the Sherpa

15 Aug 2004 Doug Ellin & 
Stephen 
Levinson

Adam Bernstein Val Kilmer as the Sherpa Vince is having a lot of sex with flexible yoga health girl 
Christie, she tells him to read a script, that E has also been 
telling him to read, so he does and loves it. They get high 
with the Sherpa and meet with a producer who doesn’t like 
him, Vince gets him high and the deal is made.

E is visited in the gym by Josh Weinstein, 
not the Simpsons showrunner, who has a 
great project for Vince. E tries to get Vince 
on board, then sits in with the producer 
who is anti-Vince.

Drama looks around making comments. Turtle wants to get Uggs for a gym girl to fill out 
the first half of the episode.

Ari gets Vince a meeting with producer Scott Wick off-
screen to try to make things happen. He tans himself.

Christie the Yoga girl Queen’s 
Boulevard enters 
the mix

S01E06 Busey and the 
Beach

22 Aug 2004 Doug Ellin & Larry 
Charles

Julian Farino Gary Busey Vince is chilling out around Hollywood and Malibu. E worries that Ari is screwing them over 
getting Queen’s Boulevard, and gets Josh 
Weinstein involved. Someone’s getting 
them Queen’s Boulevard.

Drama gets a new agent thanks to Ari, Adam 
Davies, who is still at assistant level. Drama fears 
his next job might be as a waiter. Until Adam 
lines up 3 auditions for him.

Turtle knocks over Gary Busey’s artwork and has 
to pay for it, they share a moment on the beach. 
That is all.

Ari shows Vince and E his agency for real, after a pitch 
session, Ari is annoyed they still want to do an indie. 
Ari finds out they want to go to Josh Weinstein as their 
agent, he ridicules him in front of the world, and 
destroys the talent-stealing former-assistant.

Emily Queen’s 
Boulevard

S01E07 The Scene 29 Aug 2004 Rob Weiss David Frankel Vince likes Billy Walsh but is worried about doing a scene 
where he gets blown by a guy.

E and director Billy Walsh do not see eye-
to-eye, and when the scene where Vin gets 
blown by a guy appears in a redraft, shit 
gets crazy. They fight for a while until Walsh 
gets commitment, and admits it was a joke.

Drama has residuals from a Pacific Blue rerun, 
and refuses to pay for sex. He does. He gets a 
role in Queen’s Boulevard.

Turtle wants Drama to fund his handjob. They both 
get laid.

Ari secures Vince a meeting with Billy Walsh, gets an 
erection on date night with Mrs. Ari, she walks out 
when he takes a call.

Kristen Queen’s 
Boulevard

S01E08 New York 12 Sep 2004 Doug Ellin & Larry 
Charles

Julian Farino Doug Ellin as Director, Larry 
Charles as Punchline

Larry David, 
Scarlett Johanson

Vince shags his way to goodbye every girl in LA before 
heading to New York.

E loses Emily and wonders if he’s right 
being Vince’s manager. He is.

Drama gets an audition for the pilot to CSI 
Minneapolis, it goes badly, he goes to New York.

Turtle takes money from women for a nightclub 
event to say goodbye to Vince, it is a hit and he 
has stolen lots of money from honest humans.

Ari gives E advice on being a manager, offers to hug it 
out.

Kristen/Emily Queen’s 
Boulevard

S02E01 The Boys Are 
Back In Town

5 Jun 2005 Doug Ellin Julian Farino Gary Busey, 
Amanda Peet

Vince returns with a new script to do, Medellin, whilst he is 
offered Aquaman.

E can’t get laid because Kristen is on her 
period, he wants to get Medellin to happen, 
but Ari’s telling him they need Vince to get 
on a radar.

Drama’s headshots are from a decade ago, at 
least, so he needs new ones. He gets them.

Turtle is fed up being the lackey, he gets everyone 
proper food stuffs and gets Drama to go to an 
Apple store for a free photoshoot.

Ari can get Vin to be Aquaman, he has it in his hand. If 
they listen.

Kristen. Medellin, 
Aquaman

S02E02 My Maserati 
Does 185

12 Jun 2005 Doug Ellin & Cliff 
Dorfman

David Nutter Holly Valance Jamie Presley Vince hangs around, mentions Torque 2 jokingly, but that 
would be awesome, then nothing else.

E sleeps with a model and confesses to 
Kristen after she confesses her own 
infidelity, starts playing the field.

Drama likes calves. Confirmation is made that he 
and Vin share a father.

Turtle. Ari likes the Aquaman script and it transpires he once 
worked with Gwyneth Paltrow.

Kristen Aquaman

S02E03 Aquamansion 19 Jun 2005 Rob Weiss Julian Farino Ralph Maccio, 
Hugh Hefner, 
Pauly Shore

Vince wants a nice house, doesn’t want to wear a stupid 
suit for Aquaman.

E is concerned for the gang’s money 
because he’s not making any money as he 
leeches off everyone.

Drama has been banned from the Playboy 
Mansion for freeing monkeys the last time he 
went, wants to get in, asks old pal Maccio for 
help.

Turtle wants some silk pajamas, finds a way to get 
them, doesn’t realise now he can make money at a 
constant rate rather than do nothing and wish for 
things he doesn’t deserve.

Ari wants Vince to shut up and do Aquaman, he wants 
this film to happen, he wants money.

Aquaman

S02E04 An Offer Refused 26 Jun 2005 Doug Ellin & 
Chris Henchy

Leslie Libman Chris Penn Vince is getting decorators in for his new house. He gets a 
James Cameron movie in Aquaman, but DiCaprio’s gone to 
try and nab that.

E’s waiting for the money and Warner deal 
for Aquaman, it is a long wait. Queen’s 
Boulevard is going to Sundance, he is told.

Drama gets his calves assessed for cosmetic 
surgery. He boxes Chris Penn, who says “I can 
lose this weight” but he never will.

Turtle mostly sits on chairs. Gravity does the hard 
part.

Ari goes to couples counseling whilst they wait on the 
Warner deal, only to find Josh Weinstein has usurped 
his position in finding out James Cameron’s making 
the film. Ari tells E no one remembers Peter Dinklage, it 
is an outdated episode.

Aquaman

S02E05 Neighbors 3 Jul 2005 Doug Ellin & 
Chris Henchy

Dan Attias Jayma Mays as Dana’s 
assistant

Bob Sagat, Ethan 
Suplee, Anthony 
Anderson

Vince loops the last line of Queen’s Boulevard revealing his  
acting prowess, discovers a sexy neighbour is a madam 
and he’s getting free sex that usually costs.

E meets up with Emily who is working for 
Cameron now, tries to get Cameron to see 
Queen’s Boulevard, Billy Walsh refuses to 
screen pre-Sundance.

Drama helps Turtle get laid. Turtle gets laid. Ari chases up on the Cameron situation, gets yelled at 
by everyone, gets close to an aneurism.

Aquaman, 
Queen’s 
Boulevard

S02E06 Chinatown 10 Jul 2005 Brian Burns & 
Larry Charles

Julian Farino Bai Ling as a fight 
choreographer

Vince gets a gig doing an ad for the foreign market, meets 
a fight choreographer who wants to sit on him and 
aimlessly wanders through life.

E struggles to get the producer of Queen’s 
Boulevard to get a print of the film for 
Cameron, is given friendship by gang after 
failing to do his job.

Drama asks for a role in Vince’s commercial, he 
gets one. He is also beaten up by the sexy fight 
choreographer.

Turtle has a story. He’s got a Fight Night game 
competition coming up and is told they have drug 
tests, he finds fresh urine and loses the 
tournament.

Ari fires a woman to assert his penile dominance and 
nets Vince half a million for an advert.

Aquaman, 
Queen’s 
Boulevard

S02E07 The Sundance 
Kids

17 Jul 2005 Rob Weiss & 
Stephen 
Levinson

Julian Farino Peter Dinklage, 
James Cameron

Vince agrees to do a movie with loose Harvey Weinstein rip 
off Harvey Weingard at Sundance, then opts to roll the dice 
over Cameron and Aquaman. It all works out baby.

E spends the episode doing nothing of 
note.

Drama gets the attention of a foreign director he 
likes, and finally has sex with Turtle.

Turtle vies for affection with the young woman 
helping them out at Sundance, and she makes him 
and Drama three way. Hilarious.

Ari gets Vince a job, gets angry when Vince says no, 
questions why he’s even helping Vince, gets him 
Aquaman, watches money roll in.

Aquaman, 
Queen’s 
Boulevard

S02E08 Oh, Mandy 24 Jul 2005 Doug Ellin Dan Attias Mandy Moore Vince discovers the list for the female lead of Aquaman 
includes former lover Mandy Moore, and remembers the 
fallout of that relationship. He remains a complete male 
dominance prick.

E sits around with his thumb up his arse not 
knowing what is happening.

Drama gets another audition from the CSI 
Minneapolis team and it goes well. He gets 
angry and smashes a surfer’s windscreen on the 
Pacific Coast Highway.

Turtle sits around with a blunt up his mouth. Ari has a 40 under 40 photo shoot that stops when its 
revealed he is 40 at the end of the week. How dare he, 
with that natural hair.

Mandy Moore Aquaman.

S02E09 I Love You Too 31 Jul 2005 Doug Ellin Julian Farino Rainn Wilson as  RJ 
Spencer - Harry Knowles 
rip-off

Bono, Mandy 
Moore

Vince wants Mandy on the film now, and he goes to 
ComicCon to announce things. He has a bad interview with 
an online nerd and doesn’t care. Things go well for him.

E deals with the fall out of the interview by 
offering lots of monetary products and then 
sex and then it all works out.

Drama heads to ComicCon to make his annual 
stipend as the lead of Viking Quest, though his 
birthday was ruined when Ari doesn’t get the U2 
tickets he wanted. He hooks up with his spin-off 
show’s lead actress, Bono calls Drama out at a 
U2 concert they see. VICTORY!

Turtle sits around smoking week and hating on 
nerds.

Ari forgets U2 tickets, gets U2 tickets. Mandy Moore Aquaman

S02E10 The Bat Mitzvah 7 Aug 2005 Doug Ellin & Rob 
Weiss

Julian Farino Malcolm McDowell as 
Terrence McQuick

James Cameron, 
Mandy Moore

Vince is angry at E for E’s attitudes about his personal life. 
He tries to woo a girl E likes out of spite.

E is angry at Vince because Vince is a 
doofus. They go to a Bat Mitzvah and E 
gets attached to Sloane, the daughter of 
Ari’s business partner.

Drama holds off on eating to have a feast at the 
Bat Mitzvah, it takes a while and a kosher veggie 
meal before he devours the kids buffet,

Turtle is high and hungry. Ari’s daughter is becoming a woman, his business 
partner wants to meet Vince, finally, and he’s worried 
he’ll lose Vince again.

Mandy Moore Aquaman

S02E11 Blue Balls 
Lagoon

14 Aug 2005 Brian Burns Dan Attias Malcolm McDowell as 
Terrence McQuick

Brooke Shields, 
Mandy Moore

Vince a hangs out with Mandy Moore, and magazines 
notice. For her birthday, Vince takes Ari’s painting made by 
Mandy’s favourite artist.

E deals with potential scandal and Ari’s 
shameless fakery by threatening Ari to get 
the real version.

Drama is doing a movie of the week with Brooke 
Shields, he wants to bang her. He gets hard in 
one scene and is fired.

Turtle drinks and smokes and sometimes talks. Ari is worried about Terrence hanging out so much with 
Vince, he’ll do anything to stop this. He gives away an 
expensive painting.

Mandy Moore Aquaman

S02E12 Good Morning, 
Saigon

21 Aug 2005 Stephen 
Levinson & Rob 
Weiss

Dan Attias Beverly D’Angelo as 
Barbara Miller, Malcolm 
McDowell as Terrence 
McQuick

Vince misses his physical because he’s wrapped up in 
Mandy Moore’s arms, and he’s not performing well at 
Aquaman practice. But it’s all good.

E is called to Ari’s offices to meet with 
Mandy’s people and get an earful because 
Vince is taking Mandy down. E deals with 
lie upon lie from Ari by running him ragged.

Drama hangs out with Turtle. Turtle listens to a CD found in their stolen car, 
loves the track and pitches it as the end credits to 
Queen’s Boulevard. Walsh loves it, and Turtle finds  
the artist, signs him as his first client. Boom.

Ari lies to E to keep Vince in check, but E keeps 
throwing in false information to make Ari sweat.

Mandy Moore Aquaman, 
Queen’s 
Boulevard

S02E13 Exodus 28 Aug 2005 Doug Ellin Julian Farino Malcolm McDowell as 
Terrence McQuick

Mandy Moore Vince deals with Mandy’s other-half coming back into her 
life, and loses her again.

E tries to keep personal and professional 
balance with Vince.

Drama watches Brian’s Song and cries. Turtle joins Drama. They also surveil Mandy and 
discover the infidelity.

Ari prepares for a possible coup when Terrence 
declares his intention to come back to work. The coup 
goes south and he’s left with Lloyd and nothing else, 
adrift in the world of Los Angeles.

Mandy Moore Aquaman

S02E14 The Abyss 4 Sep 2005 Doug Ellin & Rob 
Weiss

Julian Farino Malcolm McDowell as 
Terrence McQuick

Richard Schiff, 
Pauly Shore, 
James Cameron

Vince , broken-hearted, mopes around as he waits to tell 
James Cameron that he’s out as Aquaman. He and E 
argue, but Cameron’s glee about the movie makes him 
want to do it. Everything’s golden.

Sloane gets E a meeting with Terrence, who 
offers E a job as an agent. E decides to 
keep being Vince’s manager, but no more 
bullshit.

Drama tries to get his agent on the phone in the 
Ari fallout, heads to the office to be told he’s no 
longer represented.

Turtle preps Saigon’s big show, and whilst Snoop 
and Dre don’t turn up, motherfuckin’ Vinnie Chase 
is there.

Ari offers E advice and an olive branch, the two men in 
various degrees of freefalling.

Aquaman

S03E01 Aquamom 11 Jun 2006 Doug Ellin Julian Farino James Woods, 
James Cameron

Vince’s big premiere is coming up and he decides he wants 
his mother on the red carpet with him.

E devises ways to get Vince’s mother to LA. Drama is scared of James Woods after he gives 
away too many Aquaman premiere tickets, 
including Woods’

Turtle the same. Ari’s new business is ramshackle and lacking budget, 
he convinces Mrs. Ari that Vince is the next megastar 
so she will open her trustfund for him.

Aquaman

S03E02 One Day in the 
Valley

18 Jun 2006 Marc Abrams & 
Michael Benson

Julian Farino Samm Levine as nerd, Nora 
Dunn as the therapist

It’s opening day and Vince is heading to the valley to watch 
the film away from the limelight. A power outage takes him 
on the journey of re-experience as he hangs with some 
young fans and remembers his past life on the precipice of 
mega-stardom.

E is hopeful of Aquaman’s opening but a 
series of power outages across California 
threaten the numbers.

Drama hates the valley, and the heatwave, and 
anything that isn’t a cool crisp taste of home.

Turtle is chilling out on the hottest day of the year, 
famous by proxy.

Ari is nervous for Aquaman’s opening, and between his  
wife’s emergency couples counseling and the power 
outages in the west coast things aren’t going well. But 
it his Spider-man numbers and boom, he’s back.

Aquaman

S03E03 Dominated 25 Jun 2006 Rob Weiss Julian Farino Domenick Lombardozzi as 
Dom

The Aquaman Ride opens soon but Vince’s old pal Dom 
has come to LA to hang out. Vince likes Dom.

E hates Dom, he’s stepping on his toes 
immediately, and hurting their reputation in 
public.

Drama isn’t the cook anymore because of Dom. And Turtle’s bowl is too cold. Ari’s daughter is hanging out with the child actor 
across the street, who may not see her as exclusively 
as she sees him.

Aquaman

S03E04 Guys and Doll 2 Jul 2006 Doug Ellin & Rob 
Weiss

Craig Zisk Domenick Lombardozzi as 
Dom

Vince heads to a fancy party to woo a head of Dreamworks 
in order to do Medellin, but Dom’s antics at the party 
jeapordise everything.

E believes Dom to be guilty of stealing the 
original Shrek doll and hurting Vince’s next 
movie.

Drama hunts through the house for evidence 
against Dom.

Turtle helps Drama. Ari finds skeevy ways to make Dom confess. Medellin, 
Aquaman 2

S03E05 Crash and Burn 9 Jul 2006 Brian Burns Patty Jenkins Paul Haggis, 
Penny Marshall

Vince, determined to make Medellin happen, makes a deal 
with Warners to delay Aquaman 2 for a few months, but 
things go to pot when he discovers Cameron isn’t back for 
the film, it’s a Michael Bay-shot Kevin Smith-scripted 
mess. Haggis oks the timescale change in the end, but 
Warners don’t want him to do the film at all as it’ll hurt the 
image of Aquaman. Vince makes an outrageous demand to 
break his contract

E works with Vince to make Medellin 
happen, lots of phone calls.

Drama side-steps Turtle’s meeting with Ari and 
finally lands himself a new agent.

Turtle’s phone is blowing up with calls about 
Saigon when Vince gets a radio station to start 
playing tracks. He seeks advice from Ari and soon 
they get word that Atlantic, Sony and others want 
to sign Saigon.

Ari deals with his daughter’s new beau by packing him 
off to shoot in Kazakhstan for half a year.

Important to know all 
extras in one scene are 
standing completely 
still, may be that 
Entourage is set in a 
world of E’s mind.

Medellin, 
Aquaman 2

S03E06 Three’s Company 16 Jul 2006 Lisa Alden Ken Whittingham Malin Akerman, Jason or 
Randy Sklar

Vince takes an iron fist to the $20m request from Warners, 
screwing everyone over. Ari tells Vin Medellin’s gone to 
Benecio, and then Jake Gyllenhaal nabs Aquaman 2.

E gets a call from Sloan after their date that 
her friend wants to have a threeway, so 
they do. After the event, E wakes up with 
his arm around the friend.

Drama has made a perfect Drama replica in the 
Godfather game, Lloyd gets him an audition for 
Ed Burns’ new show.

Turtle seems to not have any Saigon issues the 
day after everything blew up so sits around 
smoking weed, at one point he strokes Arnold.

Ari has another conniption when Warners offers 
$12.5m for end-of-play agreement but can’t get 
anyone on the phone.

Medellin, 
Aquaman 2

S03E07 Strange Days 23 Jul 2006 Marc Abrams & 
Michael Benson

Mark Mylod Malin Akerman Seth Green They say MOW a lot in 
this show. More than 
Bro. More than any 
other show or person in 
the world.

Vince, free of all job prospects, takes Zach Braff’s spot at a 
charity auction to win a date with Tad Hamilton. He screws 
a stewardess or something.

E can’t stop looking at Sloan’s friend Tori, 
after their snuggle incident. He awkwardly 
stalks her, they chat, she proposes a 
second three-way but he can’t bare the 
idea.

Drama sits with Turtle. Turtle sits with Drama. Ari makes a deal with Terrence about his firing’s 
compensation and looks to office space for his agency, 
trying to keep it hush-hush. Adam Davies plays spy 
and tries to leverage/closer-to-the-hole himself a spot 
at the agency.

None.

S03E08 The Release 30 Jul 2006 Doug Ellin & 
Brian Burns

Patty Jenkins Ken Jeong, Beverly 
D’Angelo

Ed Burns Vince finds out that Queen’s Boulevard is getting a wider 
release than originally planned, but after talking to Billy 
Walsh he sees the new cut, shorter, in colour, awful. He 
goes to the press conference to denounce execs and 
Hollywood’s money-grabbing.

E stands with Vince and Billy in the decision 
to denounce the cut version of their 
masterpiece.

Drama has a bad day in the run-up to 
auditioning for Ed Burns, but he gets a call from 
Ed offering him the role.

Turtle hangs with Drama. Ari learns that Terrence will not sign any money over to 
Ari now he intends to start a rival business, but Barbara 
is willing to go half-half (49-51) on the business, Miller 
Gold.

Queen’s 
Boulevard

S03E09 Vegas Baby, 
Vegas!

6 Aug 2006 Doug Ellin Julian Farino Beverly D’Angelo Seth Green Vince heads to Vegas to do...stuff. He gambles and is part 
of a stripper contest panel of judges.

E and Seth Green have a weird vibe cos 
Seth Green is obsessed with Sloan. They 
duke it out.

Drama enjoys Vegas because his favourite 
masseuse is there. He needs a rub-down before 
the pilot shoot, but inadvertently makes it seem 
like he’s angling for some cock. Godfather 
parody as he walks away, lotion in hand.

Turtle takes 10% of the money for judging the 
panel, gambles stuff, gets to flirt with the 
contestants, has no life goals.

Ari leaves town to join the gang, despite Barbara’s 
annoyance at this, and stresses out about losing so 
much money. Until he wins it all.

None.

S03E10 I Wanna Be 
Sedated

13 Aug 2006 Doug Ellin & Lisa 
Alden

Julian Farino David Paymer as Record 
Company Exec, Martin 
Landau as Bob Ryan

Vince has a day off from...things, goes to a bookstore, 
meets a chick, bangs her.

E is thrown into the care of a dottering old 
Holywood producer who wants company 
and offers the notion of a project in return. 
They collaborate on the notion of making a 
Ramones picture.

Drama helps Turtle. Turtle goes to sign a record contract with Saigon, 
but our man Saigon ain’ showin’ brah. They look at 
his mom’s, find he’s at a motel, head there and are 
strong-armed out of their deal. Turtle now has no 
job prospects. WE WATCH TURTLE GET 
DRESSED IN THE FIRST SCENE, HE PICKS OUT 
HIS CAP FROM A DOZEN!

Ari pulls a dick move on E by pairing him with an old 
geezer.

I Wanna Be 
Sedated

S03E11 What About Bob? 20 Aug 2006 Brian Burns Ken Whittingham Martin Landau as Bob Ryan Ed Burns, DJ AM 
(RIP)

Vince hangs with Turtle because he has no reason to exist. E tags Ari and Bob to sell the Ramones film, 
catching fire from both sides of angry men.

Drama has a big monologue in the Five Towns 
pilot shoot that has become larger, now includes  
walking AND talking, jerks off to overcome 
anxiety.

Turtle wants sneakers, he can’t get them, he 
whines like a bitch until he gets some.

Ari dicks about on studio meetings and screws Vince’s 
next film chance up.

I Wanna Be 
Sedated

S03E12 Sorry, Ari 27 Aug 2006 Doug Ellin & Rob 
Weiss

Julian Farino Jayma Mays as an 
Assistant, Beverly D’Angelo

Vince intends to fire Ari. He takes the Raj on a tour of 
agencies.

E joins Vin. Drama joins Vin. Turtle joins Vin. Ari struggles to deal with Bob signing the rights to the 
film to Warners, shit keeps falling through until he 
desperately sells himself to Vince, and is fired.

I Wanna Be 
Sedated

S03E01 2 Less Than 30 8 Apr 2007 Doug Ellin Julian Farino Carla Gugino as the new 
agent Amanda

Vince is having a birthday, he also reads a script he likes, 
until Medellin comes back.

E deals with Vince and Ari. Drama’s billboards are going up around town 
but no one is noticing him.

Turtle is overspending for Vince’s epic birthday 
bash but it’s all good.

Ari is an ex-girlfriend trying to make Vince jealous, and 
get him back when he brings Medellin to the forefront.

Medellin

S03E02 2 Dog Day 
Afternoon

15 Apr 2007 Doug Ellin & Rob 
Weiss

Mark Mylod Busy Phillips, Will Sasso as 
Jay Lester, TV writer. 

Vince wants to take a girl he once shagged on a couples 
trip to Napa with E and Sloan.

E doesn’t want Vince to go on his and 
Sloan’s erotic wine-trip to the Napa Valley, 
concocts an hysterical sitcom premise to 
avoid things, it falls flat.

Drama wants to sleep with a chick. Turtle wants to bone Busy Phillips but she’s pent 
up on Arnold biting her dog when she throws a 
steak at them.

Ari nabs a big TV writer, but has to say no when the 
man wants to fuck Lloyd in order to sign the contract.

Medellin

S03E03 2 Manic Monday 22 Apr 2007 Doug Ellin & Marc 
Abrams & 
Michael Benson

Julian Farino Carla Gugino, Beverly 
D’Angelo, Nora Dunn as the 
couples therapist, Jason or 
Randy Sklar

Vince realises he hates the script Amanda has sold to 
them, tells her he thinks she’s cute, is offered sex.

E also hates the script on second read. Drama doesn’t read. Turtle doesn’t either. Ari can’t fire someone, cries when looking at a pic of 
him and Vince. Couples therapy goes bad, until Ari 
finds his mojo again.

Medellin

S03E04 2 Gotcha 29 Apr 2007 Doug Ellin & Rob 
Weiss

Dan Attias Artie Lange, Leslie Bibb Pauly Shore, 
Chuck Lydell

Stamps.com is featured 
in this ep, what is this, 
Scott Aukerman?

Vince fucks Amanda, and things start to look a little more 
serious.

E finds out Vin and Amanda had a tryst and 
gets annoyed.

Drama is told that Pauly Shore is making a 
candid camera show and confronts Chuck 
Lydell, then when it’s clear that’s not part of the 
show he fears for his life. But it’s all for the 
show.

Turtle starts the Drama storyline. Ari’s old friend Scott comes to town, a former slob and 
jerk now a billionaire with a hot wife, the two couples 
play well but Ari is annoyed he’s not the cool one 
anymore.

None.

S03E05 2 Return Of The 
King

6 May 2007 Brian Burns Dan Attias Adam Goldberg as Nick 
Rubenstein

Ed Burns Vince hangs out at the track not worrying. E tries to sort out the Medellin deal using 
his phone but no one else will pick up.

Drama bets on the grandson of the horse that 
earned him a car back in the old days, buys the 
horse when it is going to be sent off for glue, 
gives it to Ed Burns as a gift.

Turtle exists in the world despite best efforts to do 
as little as possible at a molecular level.

Ari tries to treat Yom Kippur with respect but when 
Medellin and Vince coincide with the need to secure 
additional financing it’s a high holiday hijink. Things 
don’t end well.

Medellin

S03E06 2 The Resurrection 13 May 2007 Doug Ellin & Ally 
Musika

David Nutter “NBC doesn’t 
cancel anything”

Vince wants Medellin, is offered funding if he does 
Matterhorn, he says it doesn’t Matterhorn anymore.

E is with Vince Drama’s new show premieres, reviews are bad, 
Drama gets sad. When the ratings come in, 
though, and he’s at the Grand Canyon he yells 
victory because he’s a hit and probably just 
pissed down the rapids.

Turtle waits for a car to be mechaniced, hanging 
out with chief mechanic and former stereo man’s 
daughter.

Ari tries to sort things out for Medellin, to get Vince 
back on the hook.

Medellin

S03E07 2 The Prince’s 
Bride

20 May 2007 Rob Weiss David Nutter Brett Ratner Vince feels like a rich mogul’s wife is putting the moves on 
her, he frets and almost ruins a deal, only to find out he has 
to apologise by ploughing her.

E is with Vince Drama is called up to Brett Ratner’s mansion to 
meet about Rush Hour 3, Brett realises it’s the 
wrong actor but Drama won’t leave, finagles his 
way into the film without losing face on the set of 
his show.

Turtle goes on a date with the mechanic’s 
daughter. He takes his cap off.

Ari is with Vince. Medellin

S03E08 3 Adios Amigos 3 Jun 2007 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod Adam Goldberg as Nick 
Rubenstein

Vince talks the talk and walks the walk. E secures Billy Walsh as director of 
Medellin.

Drama looks for a new place, after going for a 
tiny apartment he is yelled out to get a bigger 
place, lest it look bad for the Chase boys.

Turtle exists. Ari secures financing. Medellin

S04E01 Welcome To The 
Jungle

17 Jun 2007 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod Adam Goldberg as Nick 
Rubenstein, Sophia Vergara 
as The Woman He Loves

Stephen Gaghan Vince is under copious amounts of prosthetics as Pablo 
Escobar, and spends a lot of time ‘acting’.

E fights Billy on set over time, budget, 
attitudes, in an effort to make cinema.

Drama chills on set, enjoying the fact that he is a 
TV star.

Turtle looks at the camera and laughs because 
he’s talking to a camera.

Ari comments on the proceedings from Hollyweird. Medellin

S04E02 The First Cut Is 
The Deepest

24 Jun 2007 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod Dan Castelleneta as Andrew 
Preston, head teacher.

Anthony Michael 
Hall

Vince chases after Billy Walsh to watch Medellin. Vince 
likes the movie.

E joins Vince on a hunt for Billy Walsh to 
see the film and start Vince’s next career 
step. E hates the film.

Drama frets about having Vince’s homecoming 
party at his place, begins getting too crazy about 
having people in his place.

Turtle tries to set up a party with complete 
laziness, he lets things happen and sees a pair of 
student breasts because Turtle.

Ari tells the boys that until Medellin is seen Vince has 
no good jobs. When Ari’s son is possibly not allowed at 
private school, Ari hunts down those on the board to 
let him in, and when he discovers that his son is being 
punished because of Ari, Ari takes his daughter out of 
there.

Medellin

S04E03 Mailbooty 1 Jul 2007 Rob Weiss Ken Whittingham Dennis Hopper Vince hangs with a girl, whose family friend is Dennis 
Hopper, so instead of hanging with a girl he spends time 
with Dennis and his pals, watching Man U play and placing 
bets, when they lose Vince looks destitute, but the bets 
were never called. He gambles again on Brazil. Money.

E gets a trailer for Medellin before talking to 
Walsh about changing the film, Blly goes 
nuts and E hits the road, offering the film to 
Harvey Weingard based solely on the 
trailer. But the film gets into Cannes.

Drama has finally got a date with a girl he’s been 
wanting to ‘bang’ since the 90s, and takes Turtle 
as a buffer for her friend who does great rimjobs. 
At the moment of sex, they are switched and 
Drama loses his dreams.

Turtle takes one look at a chubby older woman 
and says no to the prospect of sex, but he hangs 
around and ‘bangs’ the ‘hot’ woman that Drama 
has been dreaming about.

Ari gives E a stern talking to about being a dick. Again. Medellin

S04E04 Sorry, Harvey 8 Jul 2007 Doug Ellin Ken Whittingham Stephen Tobolowsky as The 
Mayor Of Beverly Hills in an 
Ed Hardy shirt

M. Night 
Shyamalan

Back when this ep was 
made M. Night was 
considered a box office 
success and a genius. 
How times have 
changed.

Vince is asked to help Drama give the Mayor of Beverly 
Hills an epic night out. So he does.

E has to confront Harvey Weingard about 
not selling him Medellin, he spends an 
evening with the man and chickens out, like 
Vince.

Drama wants a 90210 zipcode so woos the 
Mayor of Beverly Hills, gets him hooked up with 
a hot chick who is a transgender, and then tells 
Harvey about the Medellin deal.

Turtle might not even exist, he may be but a 
figment of our collective imaginations.

Ari is given a new script by M. Night Shyamalan, his 
name on every page, and has to read it overnight. He 
and Mrs. Ari have dinner plans, and a valet mix-up 
leads Ari across LA with someone else’s car to get the 
script. A night in jail leads to a morning with M. Night 
where he has to re-read the script with a new third act.

Medellin

S04E05 The Dream Team 15 Jul 2007 Brian Burns Seith Mann Bob Balaban as The Doc, Snoop Doggs, 
Elvis Mitchell, 
Brian Grazer

Vince is mediating the dream team. E has a fight with Walsh when he is 
accused of leaking the Medellin trailer 
online, the spat becomes worse when the 
three are interviewed by Elvis Mitchell.

Drama sees a hat he wants to look younger on 
set, has to get a weed card to get it, smokes too 
much weed on set.

Turtle smokes weed. Buys it legally. Ari wants to get Vinnie onto a new movie, but Heath 
Ledger RIP is already signed. He gets Ledger off the 
show, the film collapses but Ari puts Walsh, Vin and E 
together as the package to lead the film, not knowing 
shit has blown up.

Medellin, Lost In 
The Clouds

S04E06 The Weho Ho 22 Jul 2007 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod Vince remains the big star but the middle of a larger 
picture.

E doesn’t want to work with Walsh, he 
doesn’t want to produce things, but he 
can’t rock the Medellin boat when people 
still think it might be good.

Drama joins Turtle’s cousin’s plot to by a Sandy 
Kovacs jersey now whilst there’s word he’s been 
so sick of late he may not be long for the world. 
Turns out his dog died.

Turtle meets his cousin, who has a get-rich quick 
scheme detailed to the left, blood money.

Ari tries to shepherd a deal between Vince, Walsh, E 
and Dana for Lost In The Clouds but LLOYD! is having 
a bad day after his boyfriend breaks up with him. Other 
assistants are awful, so Ari confronts the other man, 
lies for LLOYD after discovering LLOYD is a cheater.

Lost In The 
Clouds

S04E07 The Day Fuckers 29 Jul 2007 Rob Weiss Mark Mylod Dan Castelleneta as Andrew 
Preston, head teacher.

Vince bangs a woman. Because they are men and men do 
man things and this is a thing manly men do. Bang.

E is in the middle of a bet betwixt he and 
Turtle, led by Drama and Vin, over who can 
have unemotional sex first. He's almost 
closing a deal when he encounters Sloan. 
Sloan, however, is in a relationship now so 
boom, he sleeps with someone.

Drama mentors Turtle in the ways of the Furry 
community, then has sex for Turtle.

Turtle doesn’t want to wear a pink bunny costume 
and have sex.

Ari hires a private detective to find dirt on the private 
school principal when his son’s best friend is accepted 
into the institution, after failing hard he begs the 
principal and they strike a deal, finally. Ari cries in one 
scene and dances in another. Tour de force.

N/A

S04E08 Gary’s Desk 5 Aug 2007 Ally Musika Julian Farino Jason and Randy Sklar as 
Jim and Jeff Jensen, Yvette 
Nicole Brown as a Variety 
ad office worker

Gary Busey, Mary 
J. Blige, Peter 
Jackson

Vince wants to get E a sweet desk for his office, pawns 
Johnny off to Gary Busey for it.

E gets an office for his management 
company, it’s dinky. He tries and fails to 
buy adspace in Variety, ultimately gets an 
article from a writer where he is accused of 
nepotism. Gets a desk and a bigger office.

Drama gets painted on by Gary Busey because 
the man is strange.

Turtle hangs out with the gang and shows no 
defining momentum to start his own life and make 
his own way in the world.

Ari gets the office ready for Mary J. Blige’s arrival, but 
when twins Jeff and Jim Jensen fight he has to fire one 
of them, even though Jeff slept with his brother’s wife, 
he makes more money so keeps his job, but Mary likes 
Jim, and what Jim would do for her (Hand-written 
letters with scripts), and when she discovers what 
happened, she leaves the agency. Jeff is also fired. No 
more Sklarbro Country.

N/A

S04E09 The Young and 
the Stoned

12 Aug 2007 Dusty Kay Mark Mylod Anna Faris Vince hangs in his new pad, he spends time with his half-
brother, it’s not fun.

E ‘s car is hit by Anna Faris, she’s ditzy with 
phone numbers and such when it comes to 
insurance. She asks him to be her manager.

Drama hangs with his half-bro. Alone. Turtle steals some real sticky bud that Vin stashed 
and grabs some supplies so no-one smokes it 
without him, he finds some ‘honeys’ to bring back 
with him. They are pulled over by a cop, and he 
has to throw the weed away, but gets it back and 
it’s all good. Turtle is a real asshole to one f the 
girls because Turtle is an asshole.

Mrs. Ari is asked to guest on The Young And The 
Restless as a character she used to portray, Ari doesn’t 
want her scene partner kissing his wife, Mrs. Ari is 
annoyed that Ari has no willingness to offer her support 
in her endeavor. It kinda finishes with them happy 
again somehow.

N/A

S04E10 Snow Job 19 Aug 2007 Doug Ellin & Ally 
Musika

Ken Whittingham Anna Faris Vince chills at his pad, wants to do the Billy Walsh movie. E is deep in the hills, away from all phone 
service, helping Anna on a photoshoot, 
whilst her crazy boyfriend ruins everything.

Drama reads Walsh’s new script looking for 
parts.

Turtle hibernates. Ari gets into high gear when he and Dana Gordon 
receive the new script for Lost In The Clouds, which is 
not Lost In The Clouds but a different film set in the 
post apocalypse. Vince wants to do that movie, Dana 
wants her tentpole, but Ari gets it all together and 
changes the world.

Silo, Lost In The 
Clouds

S04E11 No Cannes Do 26 Aug 2007 Doug Ellin & Rob 
Weiss

Dan Attias Anna Faris, 
Sydney Pollack, 
Kanye West

Vince is off to Cannes, except the planes are screwed. E is tasked with getting Anna Faris on 
Walsh’s new movie, despite hating the 
script. Ultimately he can’t let her do it and 
she fires him or something convenient.

Drama Wahlbergs by claiming if any terrorist was  
on a plane with him, he’d hurt them. He then 
makes friends with an Arab-looking man 
because he’s racist.

Turtle tags along with Drama because he has no 
life of his own.

Ari gets out of having to take Mrs. Ari to Cannes when 
LAX is bomb-scare central, but LLOYD! is annoyed that 
he’s not going. Ari lines up a plane when his is 
cancelled, but the gang don’t want to leave anyone 
behind and Mrs. Ari is spending a lot and LLOYD! is off 
with Tom for a vacay and Mrs. Ari is ok when Ari 
confirms he just wants to have a boys trip away and 
the show ends with him staring into the clothed 
arsehole of a stewardess on Kanye’s plane, the cunt.

Silo

S04E12 The Cannes Kids 2 Sep 2007 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod Adam Goldberg as Nick 
Rubenstein

The fuckin’ Macarena! Vince is the charming actor amidst the Croissette and the 
lavish yacht parties, smiling, chilling, being a star.

E tries to help get as much money as 
possible whilst getting to sell Medellin to a 
studio, as Billy Walsh wants.

Drama meets a young French girl who is a huge 
Viking Quest fan and falls in love, unfortunately a 
spat with the hotel manager causes him to lose 
his room, his bearings and his girl. After a quest 
around Cannes, they reunite at the Medellin red 
carpet, and go to the beach. The make love for 3 
hours.

Turtle gets a blowjob on Yayir’s boat and is barely 
in the episode. He comments at a breakfast 
meeting a few times then looks bored through 
Medellin.

Ari is working for Walsh and Vince’s needs, whilst Yayir 
and Rubenstein are money-centric, he’s trying to make 
a deal with Dana Gordon, but is undercut by the other 
two. When everyone sees the film, though, and no 
contracts have been signed, they lose out and Harvey 
Weingard buys Medellin for $1, intending to take his 
editing prowess to the monstrosity.

Medellin

S05E01 Fantasy Island 7 Sep 2008 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod Kim Coates as Carl Ertz 
Danger Beach producer

Richard Roeper, 
Michael Phillips, 

Rex Lee has now 
officially got a credit at 
the start.

Vince is living on an island, with Turtle and women, jetskis 
by day, sexing by night. He goes back to Hollywood 
because his friends tell him.

E has a new client, but also needs to get 
Vin back to LA for a film.

Drama doesn't have his right side photographed, 
so the poster shoot for season 4 of Five Towns 
goes badly. He flies to his brother.

Turtle lives out a fantasy by doing nothing with a 
rich friend/

Ari gets Vince an offer for a film, if he comes back, then 
is told the offer is bunk and the producer wants to get 
Emile Hirsch's price down a few million.

Danger Beach

S05E02 Unlike a Virgin 14 Sep 2008 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod Lucas Haas and Giovanni 
Ribisi as L.B. And Nick, 
writers. Carla Gugino as the 
agent gal

Marky Mark, Tony 
Bennett, 

Justine Chapin's return, 
they're finishing shooting 
a music video, which 
seems to be something 
so easy to shoot it 
should only take a day.

Turtle holds a Variety 
front page announcing 
Peter Jackson's gaming 
division. Continuity!

Lance Armstrong 
reference as a 
pep talk.

Vince goes to the wrap party for Justine Chapin's new 
music video, intending to finally get with her, but has to talk 
business with Ari. He leaves the party holding Justine's 
hand, love is in the air.

E likes a script about firefighters, and 
although it's not a studio project and Vince 
can't do it, E goes after the writers to get as  
clients, and goes to Ari to get it sold to a 
studio. When Ari says no, E goes to the 
next best thing, Amanda.

Drama is giving his entire itinerary to his French 
girlfriend, trying to keep the long distance 
relationship going, but when he ditches his plans 
for a party and lies to her, he gets paranoid. 
Then when he calls ad she doesn't pick up 
Drama goes full rage mode, believing her to be 
cheating. She was out with a friend who was hit 
in a car accident. They break up, he drinks.

Turtle hangs out with Vince. Ari Vin is back, but the script choices aren't going well, 
no studio pictures. He tells Vince that if he plays the 
studio game, he'll be the next big comeback star.

Justine Chapin None.

S05E03 The All Out Fall 
Out

21 Sep 2008 Rob Weiss Mark Mylod Kevin Pollak as Bob Levine, 
Fran Dresher as the wife, 
Troy Gentile as the son

T.I. Vince needs money, takes a gig appearing at a sweet 
sixteen, sings a song.

E sorts Vince's money troubles out slightly, 
gets Ed Norton to read the script by those 
writers, looks set to get it a studio. 
Smokejumpers is now the title.

Drama goes drinking now he's lost his love, 
begins a hateful, bitter attitude towards women. 
Like Turtle, kinda.

Turtle... Turtles. Ari gets a ferarri for an anniversary present, bangs it 
racing Adam Davies, and begins a prank war against 
the man that leads to naked pictures of Davies' ex-
fiance and Mrs. Ari going online. Ari confronts Davies 
and makes him a bitch.

NONE None.

S05E04 Fire Sale 28 Sep 2008 Doug Ellin Seith Mann Carla Gugino, Lucas Haas 
and Giovani Ribisi

Whoopi Goldberg Vince and Ari go around Hollywood with Smokejumpers, 
getting no luck. Vince decides he should go as a 
supporting actor in the film to get it sold.

E gets a decent offer for One hundred 
grand on the script, the writers want to start 
a bidding war, and Ed Norton pulls out. Ari 
squares everyone off, but Amanda nabs 
Norton and a studio for a million on the 
script, but a studio that hates Vince.

Drama goes on The View and his castmates joke 
about his recent break-up. Drama cries about it 
and runs off, he drinks more and that's it.

Turtle........... Ari takes Vince around town, and sorts things out, 
everything looks to go well.

Smokejumpers

S05E05 Tree Trippers 5 Oct 2008 Ally Musika Julian Farino Eric Roberts Vince heads to the Joshua Tree to consider doing a Benji 
dog family movie for $3m

E trips on shrooms and won’t speak, 
Connelly was ill on set.

Drama gets the gang some shrooms via Eric 
Roberts, then loses Arnold

Turtle looks for his dog whilst stoned Ari hangs with the boys, tripping, with no cell coverage. 
His family are on holiday, Lloyd is throwing a bash at 
Ari’s house, and they’re about to collide.

Benji, 
Smokejumpers

S05E06 ReDOMption 12 Oct 2008 Doug Ellin Seith Mann Domenick Lombardozzi as 
Dom, Martin Landau as Bob 
Ryan

Phil Mikkelson Vince hangs with E E bails Dom out with his personal money, 
and watches Dom convince he and Vin that 
he has changed, with a wife and kid now. E, 
Dom, Vin and E’s client meet an exec and 
sell a pilot.

Drama is a bit of a dickish guy, but warms to his 
new assistant

Turtle gets a job! As Drama’s assistant. He tries to 
keep Drama calm by getting him an extra for 
sexing, but learns to be good to Drama instead as 
a human. He quits a day in.

Ari bets Alan from Warner on a golf game to get Vin a 
role in Smokejumpers. Alan beats Ari, then dies of a 
heart attack through happy anger.

Smokejumpers

S05E07 Gotta Look Up to 
Get Down

19 Oct 2008 Ally Musika & 
Rob Weiss

Mark Mylod Jason Isaac Jeffrey Tambor Vince has a modeling gig for Dolce & Gorbana, the model 
he is paired with is someone he met on a flight once, so the 
photographer banishes her, and comes on to Vince. Vince 
quits, he doesn’t care for money over being a nice guy?

E thinks a tall model is trying to flirt with 
him, but she wants him as representation, 
he’s annoyed because she makes him feel 
smaller. They do stuff on a plane.

Drama cannot get laid. Neither can Turtle Ari is offered the role of head of Warners at Alan’s 
funeral, he contemplates what it means.

Smokejumpers

S05E08 First Class Jerk 26 Oct 2008 Doug Ellin & Rob 
Weiss

Ken Whittingham Carla Gugino as Amanda 
Daniels

Jamie Lynn Sigler, 
Frank Darabont

Vince has lunch with Frank Darabont, is suggested to do a 
TV role for Frank.

E... does work? Drama calls Turtle out as a liar, until he discovers 
the horrible truth.

Turtle goes first class and hangs with Jamie Lynn 
Sigler, they share a bond, he claims to get a handy 
j from her. When confronted, she splashes him 
with water for telling people.

Ari considers taking the movie job, especially when 
Amanda is up for it, gets Dana Gordon into the role.

Smokejumpers

S05E09 Pie 2 Nov 2008 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod Stellan Skarsgard as Verner, 
Gary Cole as Andrew Klein

Jason Patric Vince finally gets on set, on the first day he finds every take 
his lines are taken from him, said by Jason Patric.

E juggles things, balls? Drama punks Patric Turtle also does this. Ari is forced to meet with an old agent buddy, and 
when asked for money he looks at the books and 
thinks buying his company may be worth it. Babs says 
Andrew isn’t Hollywood material.

Smokejumpers

S05E10 Seth Green Day 9 Nov 2008 Ally Musika Ken Whittingham Stellan Skarsgard as Verner, 
Gary Cole as Andrew Klein

Seth Green, Jason 
Patric

Vince takes Verner to task when he discovers Patric was 
doing as directed, Verner shows Vince dailies of him acting 
in not-great manners, he charges himself to do better.

E and his client sell the pilot! But only if they 
can get the star on board who wants in, 
Seth Green. E has to talk to Sloane and E’s 
client is tasked to fire E. Seth’s a dick.

Drama...exists I think. Turtle really just Turtles. Ari and LLOYD! get Andrew interview ready, Babs 
throws down tough Qs and Andrew freaks out. Ari 
embarrasses Babs at a function.

Smokejumpers

S05E11 Play’n with Fire 16 Nov 2008 Doug Ellin & Rob 
Weiss

Mark Mylod Stellan Skarsgard as Verner, 
Gary Cole as Andrew Klein

Jamie Lynn Sigler After 50 takes, Vince and Verner shout at one another, 
Vince wants to know what Verner wants, Verner wants 
Vince out, fires him. Shit goes from bad to worse.

E has shit to do now. Drama gets angry. Turtle gets a late night booty call from Jamie, they 
spend the day together. Turtle reveals his name is 
Sal, he wants to open a restaurant/takeaway in LA.

Ari rushes to Vince’s side and they rush to beat Verner 
to Warners, where everyone has huge shouting 
matches and the film is stopped.

Smokejumpers

S05E12 Return To 
Queens Blvd.

23 Nov 2008 Doug Ellin & Ally 
Musika

Mark Mylod Jamie Lynn Sigler, 
Gus Van Sant, 
Martin Scorsese

Milk was dope’ Drama Vince is home, looking for work. When he is embarressed 
over Gus Van Sant, he fires E. He re-hires E when Scorsese 
sees the tapes E sent Van Sant and casts him in Gatsby.

E pushes hard to get Vince in Van Sant’s 
new movie, sending him Smokejumpers 
footage. He is fired when this doesn’t get 
Vince the movie.

Drama buys a local bar and renames it Johnny 
Drama’s

Turtle tries to hide his romance with Jamie Lynn, 
has phone sex at home interrupted by his mum.

Ari appears to be angry then happy. Gatsby

S06E01 Drive 12 Jul 2009 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod Gary Cole as Andrew Klein Jay Leno, Jamie-
Lynn Sigler

Turtle in a bath with 
Jamie- Lynn

NBC Leno and My Name 
Is Earl referenced after 
their shows ended

Vince is bad at driving during his test, gives away 2 
premiere tickets to Gatsby to pass. Watches his friendship 
group evolve away from him.

E is offered a nice home by Sloane, a 
special friendship gift at a low rate, and 
moves out.

Drama hangs out then goes for a night shoot. Turtle does, well, nothing. Ari pisses Lloyd off and finally is confronted about 
making Lloyd an agent, he begins the process.

Gatsby, Enzo 
Ferrari

S06E02 Amongst Friends 19 Jul 2009 Ally Musika Mark Mylod Gary Cole as Andrew 
Klein

Jamie Lynn Sigler Lizzy Grant is an 
important name

Vince’s premiere day, it goes well. E meets his new neighbour, a young 
woman, who he decides to go to over 
Sloane

Drama does little Turtle is given a red carpet confidence boost kiss 
from Jamie-Lynn

Ari believes Andrew is sleeping with one of the agents 
at MGA, tries to distance his wife from Andrew’s after 
they become buddies

Gatsby

S06E03 One Car, Two 
Car, Red Car, 
Blue Car

26 Jul 2009 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod 50 Cent listening 
to his own song

Vince goes driving with the gang, ferrari driving. E discovers his one other client’s pilot isn’t 
testing well solely because of his client, 
who is replaced by the network. They pull 
out. E fucks his neighbour

Drama offers to pay for Turtle’s schooling. Turtle is given 2 cars for his 30th, asks Ari for 
advice on business, decides to enroll in school.

Ari teaches E how to be successful by firing questions 
at him.

Enzo Ferrari

S06E04 Runnin’ On E 2 Sep 2009 Doug Ellin & Ally 
Musika

Ken Whittingham Gary Cole as Andrew Klein David Schwimmer How come you’re not 
on this Facebook 
thing?’ Vinnie Chase

Vince sleeps with a waitress E looks into what he has to do without 
Vince as a client, and realises the without 
Vince his business is useless, shuts it 
down.

Drama tests actresses for his love interest on 
Five Towns, asks around town for a good 
actress, begs Turtle for Jamie Lynn

Turtle hangs out with Jamie Lynn getting his style 
worked on

Ari advises Andrew to break off the Lizzy Grant affair 
when he goes nuts on David Schwimmer for sleeping 
with her. Andrew breaks off his marriage instead

None.

S06E05 Fore! 9 Aug 2009 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod George Segal as Maury 
Berensten

Jeffrey Tambor, 
Mark Wahlberg, 
Tom Brady

Vince plays golf E is put together with a legendary manager 
on a golf tournament and offered a place at 
his company, calls his neighbour/girlfriend 
Sloane by accident

Drama gets angry playing golf with Mark and 
Brady, breaks Brady’s club as their betting goes 
south

Turtle gives Tom Brady bad attitude but then turns 
to him when Brady is super nice and offers him 
dinner

Ari is fired by Jeffrey Tambor because he’s obnoxious. None.

S06E06 Murphy's Lie 16 Aug 2009 Ally Musika Julian Farino Gary Cole as Andrew Klein Steve Nash Vince fucks a college girl E contemplates a job at the managerial 
firm, deals with Ashley not liking him over 
the Sloane incident and his lying to make 
up for it

Drama gets paranoid when Jamie Lynn gets 
lunch with the network head, who banged other 
women before, he threatens the network head 
and is set to be killed off

Turtle goes to school Ari fires Andrew and Lizzy none.

S06E07 No More Drama 23 Aug 2009 Doug Ellin Doug Ellin Scott Caan as Scott Lavin, 
Kate Mara as E's Assistant, 
George Segal

Bob Saget Vince is woken by a break in, gets security paranoid E joins the management firm and gets 
under Scott Caan’s skin by helping get Bob 
Saget under their brand within one day

Drama is desperate to deal with what happened, 
gets stuck on the show but without any more 
scenes

Turtle helps Vince find some guns Ari hangs back for the time being None.

S06E08 The Sorkin Notes 30 Sep 2009 Doug Ellin & Ally 
Musika

Mark Mylod Gary Cole as Andrew Klein, 
Kate Mara, Peter Stormare 
as a security expert

Aaron Sorkin Vince watches a security team work on their house E makes up with his girlfriend and ditches 
Sloane

Drama exists Turtle watches Ari deals with Klein’s massive breakdown, Andrew 
smashes into his own house with a car, and meets 
Aaron Sorkin through a jail window, they strike a deal

None.

S06E09 Security Briefs 13 Sep 2009 Ally Musika Ken Whittingham Zac Efron, Frank 
Darabont

MEGA-
LLOOOOOOYYYYDDD
DDD!

Vince has sex with the costume girl for Enzo Ferrari E hangs Drama has shitty make-up on his face for Five 
Towns, hunts Vince’s stalker and threatens him

Turtle discovers the house break-in was a sorority 
initation and a bunch of girls are wearing Turtle 
pants

Ari angers Lloyd to the point, Lloyd goes to Adam 
Davies who is now head of an agency

Enzo Ferrari

S06E10 Berried Alive 20 Sep 2009 Doug Ellin David Nutter William Fichtner as Phil 
Yegoda, producer, Kate 
Mara

Vince does nothing E discovers his girlfriend is super paranoid 
and checks his phone, they begin to 
seperate

Drama is let out of his contract at Five Towns as 
Lloyd and Ari fight for Drama, Drama goes with 
Lloyd because Lloyd cares for Drama

Turtle finds Jamie Lynn’s new project is in New 
Zealand

Ari gets vindictive against Lloyd, but Lloyd’s good 
nature triumphs

None.

S06E11 Scared Straight 27 Sep 2009 Doug Ellin Mark Mylod Malcolm McDowell as 
Terrence McQuick, William 
Fichtner, Doug Ellin, Gary 
Cole as Andrew Klein, Kate 
Mara

Dean Cain Drama wears a 
Johnny’s Bar shirt

Vince has sex with a woman on an inflatable in his indoor 
pool, so much naked Vince this season

Eric has sex with a woman who has sexed 
many people, without a condom, has 
worries about STDs, but he’s fine

Drama has a panic attack in an audition for the 
Melrose Place reboot, realises he can do better

Turtle says goodbye to Jamie Lynn at the airport, 
she tells him they’re breaking up to save 
themselves

Ari is offered full share buyout of Terrence’s firm at 
$100m, finds out he’s trying to sell it off before a 
divorce, gets it cheaper, Lloyd is his next target.

None.

S06E12 Give A Little Bit 4 Oct 2009 Doug Ellin & Ally 
Musika

Mark Mylod Malcolm McDowell as 
Terrence McQuewick, 
William Fichtner, Doug Ellin

Matt Damon, Bono 40 minute episode!!! Posters for Edison,The 
Wicker Man and Black 
Dahlia at the office, 
awful films

Vince is hounded by Matt Damon to donate to his charity, 
goes to Rome to film Enzo Ferrari

E takes Sloane away for a lunch and 
proposes to her, now they’re engaged 
suddenly

Drama nails the second audition attempt, but 
they want someone younger. They do, though, 
want to lock Drama in to develop a show for him

Turtle gets on a flight to New Zealand, calls Jamie 
Lynn and is told she’s happy to break up because 
she doesn’t want to hate Turtle, he is stuck on the 
flight

Ari takes over McQuewick’s firm with a paintball, gives 
Lloyd an agent position

Enzo Ferrari

S07E01 Stunted 27 Jun 2010 Doug Ellin Doug Ellin Dania Ramirez as Turtle’s 
worst employee, Alex. Bill 
Fichtner

Nick Cassavetes Character called Raj 
now working at Ari’s 
agency... Meta

Vince is shooting an action movie and his angry director 
Nick Cassavetes wants Vince to do a stunt himself, he gets 
Ari to get him out, but then finally mans up, it goes wrong.

E exists. Drama discovers the network aren’t finding 
anything for him to work on, he gets scared.

Turtle now runs a limo services where the drivers 
are attractive women. One woman is inept. He 
tries to kiss her and she quits.

Ari reminds people he is now the biggest agent in the 
world. Ari starts to look into helping the NFL score a 
good deal on TV rights.

Unknown

S07E02 Buzzed 11 Jul 2010 Ally Musika Tucker Gates Dania Ramirez Jerry Jones, Nick 
Cassavetes

Lizzy Grant returns, 
Andrew Klein is now 
forever-gone.

Vince cuts his hair after the incident, he starts having 
questionable moments and signs of concussion. He says 
the film might suck during an interview for Ferrari. He wants 
to go skydiving, E doesn't want to, Scott LAvin's down with 
it, he gonna steal E's buddy.

E still exists. Perhaps he is a fabrication of 
the audience’s mind, and simply a ghost we 
don’t know only we can see.

Drama reads through scripts looking for a 
project. E organises getting a show built around 
Drama instead, It is called How To Be A 
Gentleman and it is Hysterical.

Turtle thinks Alex stole money by spending a lot at 
Tiffany’s under his business credit card, turns out 
the company made a mistake, he feels guilty and 
tries to make up for it, Alex thinks he’s hitting on 
her, he probably is. Bro.

Ari rushes away from his wife when the NFL arrange a 
meet and greet to discuss things. They want to keep it 
internal, but they offer him the chance to open his own 
franchise in LA. Yup, he might own a sports team, just 
like Gene Simmons. Mrs. Ari catches Ari celebrating 
with Lizzy, so that looks awkward.

Enzo Ferrari now 
called Ferrari, 
Cassavetes 
movie.

S07E03 Dramedy 18 Jul 2010 Doug Ellin Ken Whittingham and Doug 
Ellin

Jeff Garlin as Roger, a 
writer from years ago 
coming back into the 
industry.

Adrian Peterson, 
who is a sports 
player. Randall 
Wallace, a 
director.

She wants to fuck’ 
Scott Caan says 
everything that 
undercuts the 
sophistication of the 
script.

I can’t wait to see 
Secretariat’, the only 
time this has been said.

David Benioff mention, 
pre-Gamer Throne.

Vince and Scott form the pussy patrol. Vince buys a 
dinosaur skull fossil, has a party full of girls and guys and 
drink.

E helps Drama? Drama talks to a showrunner who wrote a script 
for him. Discovers he can do comedy. Might get 
John Stamos to play his brother in a show.

The limo business is losing money each month, it’s 
not good. Turtle is sad. The girls pack in their jobs 
when they know they can’t get a good enough 
payment. Alex hangs with Drama and they begin a 
relationship.

Mrs. Ari doesn’t like Lizzy working there, Lizzy wants to 
head the TV department now Klein is in rehab. Ari 
hates this, and cannot let it happen, which starts a 
VENDETTA

None.

S07E04 Tequila Sunrise 25 Jul 2010 Doug Ellin Adam Davidson John Stamos Vince hangs out. E... Drama tries to rock with John Stamos, it doesn’t 
really go well.

Turtle goes to Mexico, learns about the tequila 
business. AVION!!!

Ari gets rich people to discuss investing in football.

S07E05 Bottoms Up 1 Aug 2010 Ally Musika Dan Attias Sasha Grey, Bob 
Saget, Jessica 
Simpson, Stan 
Lee, Mike Tyson, 
Aaron Sorkin

Vince starts a relationship with Sasha Grey. Has tequila. 
Meets Stan Lee to talk about the new script.

E decides that if he hasn’t got ears he can’t 
hear bad news so drills his holes out and 
then fills them with cement.

Drama gets screwed over by Bob Saget on the 
Stamos front.

Turtle promotes tequila. Ari goes after Lizzy Grant’s clients when she quits the 
company, trying to destroy her for leaving and 
screwing everything up. He’s not a pleasant man.

S07E06 Hair 8 Aug 2010 Doug Ellin Doug Ellin Vince posts a video of he and Sasha Grey drinking Avion, 
which might hurt his demographics or something, it 
happens all the time now.

E is approached by Billy Walsh, desperate 
for a new gig. Who else needs a new gig? 
Drama!

Drama might get a new show after all. Turtle uses his connections to make money. Ari discovers Amanda and Lizzy Grant are working 
against Ari, in a sexist ‘women hate men because this 
show hates women’ way.

S07E07 Tequila and Coke 15 Aug 2010 Doug Ellin & Ally 
Musika

David Nutter

S07E08 Sniff Sniff Gang 
Bang

22 Aug 2010 Doug Ellin & Ally 
Musika

David Nutter

S07E09 Porn Scenes 
from an Italian 
Restaurant

29 Aug 2010 Ally Musika Kevin Connolly Vince’s drug addiction is full blown and causing havoc for 
the funtime show

E is preparing to marry Sloane Johnny Bananas is a cartoon show where Drama 
plays a chimp who gets angry at things. Walsh 
wrote it.

Turtle is failing to get funding to truly launch Avion 
around the country, and he’s losing all chance at 
money. Let’s hope he doesn’t take out his 
investment before it goes public and then Vince 
pays in the investment and makes millions to give 
to Turtle because that’s too convenient.

Ari loses the NFL deal due to the overhanging issue of 
a lawsuit by Lizzie Grant

S07E10 Lose Yourself 12 Sep 2010 Doug Ellin David Nutter Intervention
S08E01 Home Sweet 

Home
24 Jul 2011 Doug Ellin Doug Ellin Johnny Galecki Vince exits rehab with the idea to make a movie about an 

American who takes his dog to Romania to dig for trapped 
miners. Nobody likes it but nobody wants Vince to fall off 
the wagon.

E is hurt that Vince didn’t call him, but 
called everyone else. When Sloan’s 
engagement ring is sent back, E breaks 
down a bit, but finds himself again to be a 
man in the world.

Drama clears the house of everything 
substance-based when a party is thrown, he 
laughs at some good footage of Johnny 
Bananas.

Turtle burns the house down. Ari needs a drink now he’s alone, and his wife wants 
custody.

S08E02 Out With A Bang 31 Jul 2011 Ally Musika Doug Ellin William Fichtner as Phil 
Yegoda, Ileana Douglas as 
Mrs. Ari’s sister

Andrew ‘Dice’ 
Clay, Christian 
Slater

Vince writes an outline of the miner film, Billy Walsh sees 
potential

E has sex with Sloan again, gets hooked, 
finds she’s leaving for New York.

Johnny’s Bananas tests through the roof, and 
Dice signs with Scott Lavin for protection on his 
financial future, then tells Drama that they should 
demand a pay rise on the un-broadcast show.

Turtle can’t get hold of his girlfriend, thinks about 
breaking it off.

Lloyd spots Mrs. Ari at a restaurant, maybe on a date, 
and Ari goes into overdrive to stop this from 
happening, discovers she is dating restaurant owner 
Bobby Flay.

S08E03 One Last Shot 7 Aug 2011 Wesley Nickerson 
III & Kenny 
Neibart

Dan Attias Kim Coates as Carl Ertz 
Danger Beach producer, 
William Fichtner, Hairy guy 
from Workaholics as a crazy 
LA stoner guy

Andrew ‘Dice’ 
Clay, Mark Cuban

Drama thinks Dan 
Castellenetta gets paid 
600,000 an ep on The 
Simpsons, it’s actually 
381,000

Vince meets up with Carl Ertz, film producer and former 
addict. They work on getting the TV movie made, but Ertz 
relapses and shoots himself as Vince and Turtle hang out in 
his house.

E works with Drama. Drama decides not to strike for more pay, Dice 
calls him a pussy and gets replaced on the show 
by a hack.

Turtle is forcibly retired from the Avion work he has 
done, as they go big with a distributor in a month. 
Opts to sell shares and work on bringing a clam 
restaurant out West.

Air goes on a date with a millenial, then goes to Dana 
Gordon and has sex.

S08E04 Whiz Kid 14 Aug 2011 Doug Ellin & Jerry 
Ferrara

Roger Kumble Nora Dunn as the couples 
therapist

Bobby Flay Vince worries about a drug test after smoking a joint the 
week before, gets Walsh’s help to use a fake penis for the 
test. Passes.

E frets about things. Drama hangs out and finds he likes drinking 
vinegar.

Turtle is a bit rocked by seeing brains, but he gets 
over it.

Ari takes Dana Gordon out to fuck with Mrs. Ari and 
Bobby Flay, but it hurts Dana and their love is finished. 
But he has the boys. He always has the boys.S08E05 Motherfucker 21 Aug 2011 Ally Musika David Nutter Alice Eve as Vanity Fair 

reporter Sofia Lear, William 
Fichtner

Andrew ‘Dice’ Clay Dana Gordon walks 
through a ScreenGems 
office full of Friends 
With Benefits and The 
Smurfs posters.

Entourage is obsessed 
with Taylor Lautner, like 
he was going to be the 
next big thing. 
Remember Abduscted?

Lavin’s office has sports  
highlights on repeat 
because Bro’s.

Vince has an interview with a reporter who he finds 
attractive, but has no interest being unprofessional. He falls 
in love.

E is propositioned by Sloan’s ex-step-
mother to be her manager, they have sex, 
she uses him to get back at Terrence.

Drama is willing to split his pay with Dice to get 
him back on the show, Dice needs the money 
now his son’s going to Princeton, but he needs 
more, Drama goes on strike with Dice.

Turtle hangs. Ari and Dana have an awkward time at the office when 
Mrs. Ari and the kids mention her in not-so-good ways, 
but she’s lonely, Ari’s lonely, they begin something.

S08E06 The Big Bang 28 Aug 2011 Doug Ellin & Jerry 
Ferrara

David Nutter Alice Eve, William Fichtner Johnny Galecki, 
David Spade, 
Bobby Flay

Written by Turtle!!! MELISSA is Mrs. Ari’s 
name. Bobby Flay says 
it. He ruins everything!

Vince reads the article and gets annoyed at Sofia’s lack of 
care about Vince’s charm. Stalks her to show he’s cool and 
not a sex addict or something.

E has lunch with Sloan’s ex-step-mother, 
Johnny Galecki comes over to be Seth 
Green creepy about Sloan and him, and to 
hurt E.

Drama comes close to caving when Phil calls 
and threatens to bury his career, but Dice 
pushes Drama, and Drama stands strong. Phil 
caves and the show is on again as it once was.

Turtle tries to bring Don Peppinions or something 
to LA, but the owners are total arseclowns about 
things, wanting money and riches and famous 
people rather than care about Turtle’s hard 
business ethic. He IS college educated, guys.

Ari gets angry and stuff, he works through possible 
divorce proceedings with regards to the company.

S08E07 Second To Last 4 Sep 2011 Ally Musika Kevin Connolly Alice Eve, William Fichtner Johnny Galecki, 
Some sports guy, 
Two other sports 
guys, A fourth 

Vince’s script is called 
12 Deep

Vince makes a movie with his old girlfriends to show Sofia 
he’s a decent human, she agrees on drinks.

E gets jealous of Sloan, takes things too far, 
discovers she is pregnant with li’l E.

Drama looks to be dropped from the miner 
movie after the strike, Vince offers Phil $100g to 
his charity to square shit out. Billy Walsh 
directing.

Turtle’s tour of LA for Don Pepe’s leads them to an 
expensive piece of land, his investors won’t add 
more cash, Avion stock goes public and he lost 
lots of money. Vince bought his shares and never 

Ari and Dana have romance sex times, he considers his  
life.

S08E08 The End 11 Sep 2011 Doug Ellin David Nutter Nora Dunn as the couples 
therapist, Malcolm 

Vince returns from a 24 hour date and plans to marry Sofia. E deals with Sloan’s pregnancy, Terrence 
gets angry at E, Vince tries to get Sloan and 

Drama hangs out. Turtle hangs out. Ari chooses family over business, quits his job, makes 
a grand romantic gesture to Mrs. Ari and moves his 


